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Creative Commons Licence

This publication is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International Public License available from
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode (“Licence”). You must
read and understand the Licence before using any material from this publication.
Restrictions
The Licence may not give you all the permissions necessary for your intended use.
For example, other rights (such as publicity, privacy and moral rights) may limit
how you use the material found in this publication.
The Licence does not cover, and there is no permission given for, use of any of the
following material found in this publication:
 the Commonwealth Coat of Arms (by way of information, the terms under
which the Coat of Arms may be used can be found at
www.itsanhonour.gov.au);
 any logos (including the Department of Health's logo) and trademarks;
 any photographs and images;
 any signatures; and
 any material belonging to third parties.
Attribution
Without limiting your obligations under the Licence, the Department of Health
requests that you attribute this publication in your work. Any reasonable form of
words may be used provided that you:
 include a reference to this publication and where, practicable, the relevant page
numbers;
 make it clear that you have permission to use the material under the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License;
 make it clear whether or not you have changed the material used from this
publication;
 include a copyright notice in relation to the material used. In the case of no
change to the material, the words “© Commonwealth of Australia (Department
of Health) 2016” may be used. In the case where the material has been changed
or adapted, the words: “Based on Commonwealth of Australia (Department of
Health) material” may be used; and
 do not suggest that the Department of Health endorses you or your use of the
material.
Enquiries
 Enquiries regarding any other use of this publication should be addressed to
the Branch Manager, Communication Branch, Department of Health,
GPO Box 9848, Canberra ACT 2601, or via e-mail to copyright@health.gov.au.
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Abbreviations and conventions
The following notation may be used:
NEC/nec
..
N/A
nfp
$m
$b

not elsewhere classified
nil
not zero, but rounded to zero
not applicable (unless otherwise specified)
not for publication
$ million
$ billion

Figures in tables and in the text may be rounded. Figures in text are generally
rounded to one decimal place, whereas figures in tables are generally rounded to
the nearest thousand. Discrepancies in tables between totals and sums of
components are due to rounding.
Text appearing in italics within performance criterion directly relates to 2016-17
Budget measures.

Enquiries
Should you have any enquiries regarding this publication please contact Director,
Performance Section, Budget Branch, Department of Health on (02) 6289 7181.
Links to Portfolio Budget Statements (including Portfolio Additional Estimates
Statements and Portfolio Supplementary Additional Statements) can be located on
the Australian Government Budget website at: www.budget.gov.au
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User Guide

USER GUIDE
The purpose of the 2016-17 Portfolio Budget Statements (PB Statements) is to inform
Senators and Members of Parliament of the proposed allocation of resources to
Government Outcomes by entities within the Portfolio. Entities receive resources
from the annual appropriations acts, special appropriations (including standing
appropriations and special accounts), and revenue from other sources.
A key role of the PB Statements is to facilitate the understanding of proposed
annual appropriations in Appropriation Bills (No. 1 and No. 2) 2016-2017 (or
Appropriation (Parliamentary Departments) Bill (No. 1) 2016-2017 for the
parliamentary departments). In this sense the PB Statements are Budget related
papers and are declared by the Appropriation Acts to be ‘relevant documents’ to
the interpretation of the Acts according to section 15AB of the Acts Interpretation
Act 1901.
The PB Statements provide information, explanation and justification to enable
Parliament to understand the purpose of each outcome proposed in the Bills.
As required under section 12 of the Charter of Budget Honesty Act 1998, only entities
within the general Government sector are included as part of the Commonwealth
general Government sector fiscal estimates and produce PB Statements where they
receive funding (either directly or via Portfolio Departments) through the annual
appropriation acts.
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